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Talking Stick
High quality, 30FPS video for Adobe® Connect™

Talking Stick

The Difference is Clear
Are you disappointed with the video quality of the Adobe Camera pod? Have you ever wished you could
improve it? How about having the ability to turn attendee cameras on and off remotely or to preview a camera
without showing it to the entire meeting room? Would you like to show one speaker's video larger than the
others or allow viewers to choose which stream should be larger? Is the ability to stream external feeds from
studio cameras, camcorders or other devices not physically connected to your computer of interest? Have you
ever wished you could play pre-recorded videos back and give attendees the right to pause and play them at
will? If you answered "Yes" to any of these or have other specialized video broadcast needs, Talking Stick is the
solution you've been dreaming of.

High-quality, live 30 FPS video

Picture-in-Picture and previews of remote cameras

Unlimited live and pre-recorded streams

Studio-quality titling and watermarks
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Talking Stick by Refined Data

Stream external live feeds (H.264 and VP6) directly to your Connect meetings
Support for webcams, camcorders, studio cameras and video capture devices
Professional, interactive titles with animations and mouse-over effects
Supports syncronized and independant playback of FLV and MP3 files
Control the quality, size and framerate for each speaker independently
Interactive manager web application to configure and monitor your account

Login to your Talking Stick Manager at RefinedData.com/TalkingStick

Talking Stick is perfect for:
University Lectures
Webinars
Focus Groups
Training Environments
Live Event Broadcasting
Medical Procedure Demonstrations
Sales Presentations
Group Discussions
Coaching
Town Hall Meetings

Plus:
Hosts/Moderators can activate and deactivate any speaker's camera feed remotely without requiring their intervention.
Not limited by bandwidth restrictions imposed by Adobe in the current Camera pod so the Video stream is fast and remains in sync.
Direct control of Tracker Pod and Motor Pod devices from Eagletron. Now you can Pan, Tilt and Zoom from anywhere on the planet!
Visit RefinedData.com/Talkingstick to access the Talking Stick manager.
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Sally Seltmann

Picture in Picture

